The Peck Promise

excellence | elevated
Since 1893, The Peck School has instilled a bedrock set of timeless values in all our students, preparing them to lead happy and meaningful lives of consequence, contribution, and compassion.

And for more than 100 years, we have offered a continually updated academic program, reimagined to help each generation of Peck students succeed in the rapidly changing world unfolding around them.

To honor Peck’s founding mission, to benefit our present students, and to extend our purpose to future generations, The Peck Promise Campaign:

creates even better classrooms and labs to support innovative teaching and learning,

fosters even stronger community ties with fresh programming, events, and shared space,

and *elevates the enduring excellence* of The Peck School.
Reimagining our campus:
Honoring local history, cultivating community
Making space(s) for the future of teaching and learning

Some aspects of Peck’s approach will never change: Exploring the wisdom of great literature. Imparting the principles of algebra. Conveying the importance of consideration for others.

But we also grow and regroup year after year, to meet today’s young minds where they are—immersed in an information age when no fact lies more than a few keystrokes away.

Today, we equip our students with the modern skills and dynamic intellectual know-how they need to negotiate the demands of an increasingly complex and interconnected world.

The Peck Promise Campaign opens doors to adaptive, connected instructional spaces for active learning and direct discovery:


And we’re creating a corridor of collaboration in our exciting STEAM wing, which co-locates science and math classrooms and labs, art studios, and the wood shop to facilitate greater opportunities for cross-curricular projects and team teaching.

We’re providing students, today and tomorrow, with critically important room to move—both physically and intellectually.
The Peck Commons: A new community hub reveals the timeless beauty of Lindenwold
Building on our school culture

For more than a century, we have formed a closely knit, warmly welcoming school community.

Together, we celebrate difference while instilling shared values, and encourage meaningful bonds between students and educators, among schoolmates, and throughout the Peck community.

The Peck Promise Campaign supports projects like the new Peck Commons, which lies at the heart of both our campus and our commitment to all members of this inclusive, involved school family.

Among other facilities, we’re unveiling a new dining hall, an expanded outdoor play area, and a multipurpose room where all members of the Peck community can meet to connect, to celebrate, and to collaborate.

And our redesigned campus entrance will reveal the timeless beauty of Lindenwold to the larger community while improving parking and traffic flow for all Peck visitors.

We’re creating new gathering spaces—and carving out new opportunities for our community to come together, learn together, and work together.
Would you like to learn more about how we're keeping The Peck Promise? Visit peckpromise.org.
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